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Looking Forward to
Looking Back
By Nicole King

Since I began in the fish
culturist position at Kingfisher
Flat Hatchery, I have had the
opportunity to become well
acquainted with the Project.
Upon my search of the office,
I came across a binder of past
newsletters,
beginning in
1988. I was
amused as I
perused the
wish-lists
posted for
the hatchery
and recognize
items we now
have. While
I read the
list, I look
out the office
window at
the propane
generator
they
requested
years ago,
Right: KFH in
1998 after storm
and today.

the fish transport truck that I
still need to learn how to drive,
rearing raceways that become
spider habitats when drained,
and our never-ending need for
Looking Forward continued on Page 2
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Looking Forward continued from Page 1

Left: More of KFH in 1998 after storm
and today.

through the area. Their list of
repairs included reconstructing
the Big Creek intake (currently
our only source of water for our
fish at the hatchery), restoring
the rearing tanks that were
washed down the creek by floods
(which are now burned), and
finding a new fish transport
truck (a tree fell on the first one).
Keeping a hatchery going is a
constant battle with nature and
the events it throws at us. Some
things never change like our need
for volunteers and the support
of our MBSTP community, but
the MBSTP family survived
many trying times, just as it will
survive these, with positivity,
determination, and a passion for
the goal of our project.

volunteers. Our list of to-do’s
for the hatchery is quite long;
fix the bridge, clear the road to
Berry Creek, replace the pools
that were burned, and continue
site clean-up after the fire. The
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Left: Getting ready for spawning
last season!

resulting fry to continue
recovery efforts of coho by KFH
and its staff.

Fall 2021
By Mark Galloway

As Winter 2021/22 approaches,
poor access in/out of KFH and
continued risk of debris flows and
slides necessitates relocating fish
husbandry activities out of KFH,
including the critical phase of
adult coho spawning
and egg incubation.

Southwest Fisheries Science
Center in Santa Cruz.
The upside of this change in
incubation facility is the reduced
travel time, cut from three hours

One change this reduced
egg incubation results in is a
significant increase in release
of “pre-spawn” adults into
area watersheds, likely a record
number approaching what can
be considered an “ideal” size
spawner recruitment cohort.
Allowing these adult coho to
be released choosing mates
is a plus. Conversely, since
eggs deposited in their redds
cannot be disturbed, survival
from fertilization to emergentstage will almost certainly be
substantially lower
than eggs incubated
in a hatchery setting.
Better to get some
eggs into the genetic
pool and recovery
efforts than none at all
which would happen if
these releases do not
happen; these excess
adult coho would likely
be euthanized without spawning
and their genetic contribution
forever lost.

Similar to last winter, spawning
activities will occur at US Army Corps
of Engineers Dan Clausen Hatchery
at the base of Lake Sonoma Dam.

Similar to last winter,
spawning activities
will occur at US Army
Corps of Engineers
Dan Clausen
Hatchery at the base
of Lake Sonoma
Dam. Unlike last
winter, fertilized eggs generated
from coho parents will be taken
to United Anglers of Casagrande
Hatchery located on the campus
of Casagrande High School in
Petaluma, not to the NOAA

to one, the downside is the
maximum capacity of incubating
only 80,000 eggs, whereas
maximum egg incubation
capacity at KFH is 300,000 for
coho and 600,000 steelhead.
Obviously UACG facility use
will translate into substantially
reduced number of eggs and
3
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Left: Nice deep pools on Pescadero Creek
at Memorial Park are disconnected from
each other (August 7, 2021)
Bottom: Unfortunately, many of the
Pescadero pools are not well connected
because of the low water. We will need
better connectivity before mature coho can
be released to spawn there

very brief but powerful high flows
and large wood redistribution.

Fire & Water
By Mathers Rowley

So very dry and dusty. The
cool shade of the Scott Creek
Watershed has been blistered open
by fire and the intense sun
of summer.
Last winter’s scant rain was a
blessing for the hatchery, spared
further disaster from debris flows,
which did not have enough juice to
go very far. As the dry season set
in, the fire loss of so many thirsty
trees has led to amazingly high
creek levels, bubbling along at near
5x what I would have expected!
Another surprise: abundant
salmonid fry– nearly everywhere
that decent pools remain. A brief
creek opening on January 8 may
have let some fish in, but the door
really opened later in the month,
when a substantial rain rearranged
much of the creek. Clearly, the
steelhead and coho made good

use of the redeveloped spawning
habitat. No flushing flows arrived
afterwards to wash out the redds.
Of course, much spawning and
rearing habitat was ruined by
sediment deposited in pools and
undercut banks filling in. Other
areas seemed enhanced by the
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An odd sighting of a blind
steelhead kelt in a shallow
pool in September led to some
speculation. Since wood ash mixed
in water at high concentration
is very caustic, we guessed that
this steelhead stuck its head in
the wrong hole and had its eyes
burnt by the wood-ash solution.
So amazing that this resilient blind
fish could last into September
without succumbing to starvation
or predation!
Over the spring and summer,
charred redwood poles sprouted
green fur. Many, if not most,
upslope hardwoods began
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Right: Mill Creek, tributary to Scott Creek
has had consistently good spawning and
rearing habitat for many decades. This has
now been filled in with sediment erasing
all the pools and undercut banks. Sediment
washing off of the fire denuded slopes has
filled it in.
Bottom: A brief opening of Scott Creek
(less than 24 hours on January 7-8) may
have let a few fish in, but most came after
the flushing flows of January 27.

resprouting from the ground. Their
blackened trunks will not recover.
The beetles and woodpeckers are
having a heyday. This re-greening
of the hillsides seemed very slow
at first, gaining speed even in the
crackling dry days
of August, making
miraculous use of
the abundant solar
energy and firereleased nutrients
in the baked soil.
Blackberry canes are
stitching the crumbly
slopes together. Native plants
are coming back strongly– often
with unusually shaped leaves and

growth habits, but filling in well.
The narrow ribbon of riparian
forest, while damaged, seems
nearly normal along many of the

less cover for the fry now so the
fishing birds will benefit, but
likely a large cohort of the fry will
survive to smolt and head to sea.
Provided of course that
abundant debris flows
don’t obliterate their
opportunities.

This amazing cadre of fire fish will
need to move around, pair up, and
find good spawning gravel.
lower reaches. Kingfishers and
herons abound. The normal bird
life carries on. Many pools have

While Scott Creek summer
flows were unusually
high over the summer,
Pescadero Creek had
very little fire damage. There, the
drought has diminished flows to
a trickle in many places. Pools are
disconnected. As I write this, early
rains are gathering, and we hope
they will swell Pescadero Creek
enough to receive the adult coho
we will be releasing in December.
This amazing cadre of fire fish will
need to move around, pair up, and
find good spawning gravel.
Debris flow risk is too high to
operate our hatchery this winter. A
lot more root growth and organic
Fire & Water continued on Page 12
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Left: Big Creek is the main source for
water flow into Kingfisher Flat hatchery.
Rebuilding the bridge that crosses Big
Creek is a major component of the
hatchery rebuild project.

“bottleneck” is cleared, we can
move forward with rebuild of the
facility itself.

Bridge to a
Brighter Future:
MBSTP Wins WCB grant for Rebuild of
Kingfisher Flat!
By Ben Harris

We are thrilled to announce to
our membership that MBSTP
has been awarded a grant
through the California Wildlife
Conservation Board (WCB) to
support the rebuild of Kingfisher
Flat Hatchery!
As many of you know, Kingfisher
Flat was heavily damaged in the
CZU complex wildfire of 2020check out our past newsletter
editions and social media posts
for updates on our progress
since then. This WCB grant will
provide the bulk of funds needed
to complete the rebuild project.
First and foremost, restoration
of the main access bridge is our
highest priority. The bridge

will allow access by the heavy
construction equipment and
materials that will be needed to
complete the rebuild project.
Currently, access to the hatchery
is via a gravel logging road that
isn’t usable by the large trucks
and machinery that need to
access the property.
Refit of the bridge is no small
feat- there are major permitting
hurdles to clear, as well as design
and engineering of the bridge
structure, and then of course the
actual construction work itself.
We are pressing ahead fullsteam to get the bridge rebuilt,
and expect to have it usable in
the Summer of 2022. Once this
6

The rebuild project involves
grading/bank stabilization work,
native vegetation replanting,
water intake restoration, and
rebuilding of the outdoor rearing
tanks that were destroyed in
the wildfire. The WCB grant is
for nearly $500,000 over the
next four years but we hope to
spend most of it getting the
hatchery back online during the
latter part of 2022. Running a
“homeless hatchery” project
is very stressful, lacks security
of process, and unsustainable.
We are and will be balancing the
risks of off-site operation against
environmental risks in Big
Creek Canyon. KFH is currently
being used as a seasonal rearing
facility, with fish being moved
off-site during the winter
months due to the risk of debris
flow and blockage of water
intakes. MBSTP’s goal is to return
to routine spawning and rearing
operations at KFH by Winter of
2022. Much will depend on how
stable Big Creek turns out to be

Bridge continued on Page 12
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HOW THE GRINCH STOLE THE
ALBACORE FEED
or WHAT??!! AGAIN??!! PROMISES!! PROMISES!!
By Mary Hermansky

All was right in the Who-Caughtthe-Biggest-Fish-in-Whoville!
The halls were to be festooned
with all the trimmings of
Who-Caught-What Hall! Never
had such joy for their annual
celebration been anticipated!
And yet, Who would have
thought that once again, the
Whoever-Caught-the-Biggest in
Biggestville, would be thwarted
in bragging again! Truth is,
the situation is completely out
of our Who-hands! While the
doctors, those “Dr. Who’s” who
determine our safety in Whonumbers, decide Who’s safe,
we have no choice but to keep
our Who-members and Whosupporters safe!
Therefore! One more year...of
Who-Waits-for-Whom at the
doors of Who-Caught-What Hall!
By now, many of you have been
making entries on your 2022
“Who Calendars” in the promise
of carrying on in whosual! Enter
this date—November 12th,
second Saturday (as always!!)
in Whovember! Particulars stay
the same! You know, buy your
dinner, buy your drinks, buy your
raffle tickets, bid outrageously on

silent auction items! Hopefully,
you can do this without robbing
Cindy-Lou-Who’s and BobbySean’s-Who’s piggy who-banks!
Not the first time someone asks,
“Who dunnit??!!??” Ha! Ha! (I
out-who-doo myself!)
In the meantime, I hope that
during this time of complete
withdrawal from all things
habitual, as our supporters, you
have been able to patronize, both
locally and statewide, our annual
contributors.
Even after one year of adjustment
to new rules & regs, local
businesses are still struggling!
Fortunately, restaurants,
comprising almost one-half of
our donations, enjoy full tables;
outdoor activities are very
popular since being outside is
considered the safest form of
Who’s-Catching-What!
Even during fire and drought
devastated seasons, Cave Creek
Resort in Dunsmuir, donated
2-nights stay for our silent
auction, as did the Benbow Inn in
Garberville! Same with Nepenthe
in Big Sur, who experienced not
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only forest fires but a rockslide
that took out their road access!
All of these contributors believe
in us, they are the Who in our
Whom! Please see our website
for our annual Albacore Feed
supporters and make an effort to
support them! Let’s keep them in
our “Who’s Who” files for years
to come!
Whombly Yours, Mary
(PS- I can’t help you if you’re out of the
Who-Loop! Ask a 5-year old! It’s time to
grow up!)

Albacore
Feed
Dinner & Auction

November 12,

2022
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Left and Opposite: Juveniles & adults
require very different monitoring
strategies. MBSTP is working to enact
full-lifecycle monitoring of steelhead in
the San Lorenzo

each season. Establishing the
relationship between juvenile
and adult year classes will build
up our understanding of fish
not only in the San Lorenzo, but
watersheds throughout the Santa
Cruz Mountains.

In for the Long Haul:

Steelhead Monitoring in the San Lorenzo River
By Ben Harris

Monitoring steelhead in the San
Lorenzo River is no easy task.
There’s a window of time each
winter where the adults are in
the river during their annual
spawning migration. That’s
pretty much the only chance
you’ll get to count that spawning
year class. Pair that with the fact
that the river is running high
(and muddy) during winter, and it
makes for difficult work.
Generally, the “early run” fish
show up in the river in late Fall,
with migration continuing until
early Spring. It is important to
census the entire run, and avoid
bias toward either the early or

late fish each season. It’s also
important to have continuity in
the data- sampling the river year
after year, so you have a clear
picture of the current population
and are able to identify trends.
And that’s just the adults!
Assessing juvenile populations
takes a lot of work too: seining
the San Lorenzo lagoon,
collecting & analyzing PIT
tag data, and conducting
electrofishing surveys
throughout the watershed are
just some steps taken by local
municipalities and agencies to
gauge the number of juvenile
steelhead in the San Lorenzo
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Between the adult & juvenile
monitoring, there is a lot of
time and effort that goes into
assessing the San Lorenzo
steelhead run each season. It is
an important job—knowing the
status of natural-origin steelhead
in the system is a required first
step in re-starting the MBSTP
steelhead hatchery program.
Once a monitoring program
is in place, we can start laying
the groundwork for collecting/
spawning steelhead broodstock
and eventually releasing juvenile
fish to the river.
All of this means that recovering
steelhead in the San Lorenzo will
require a long-term commitment
and a big-picture perspective
from stakeholders (anglers, local
residents, MBSTP members,
agencies, etc.). A robust, fulllifecycle monitoring program
will help MBSTP achieve our
goal of operating a conservation
hatchery program for
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San Lorenzo steelhead. This
will both protect the resource
and engage local residents in an
iconic steelhead fishery of the
Central Coast.
Since that’s what it will take
to restart MBSTP’s steelhead
hatchery program—we are in it
for the long haul. You can play an
important part in helping local
steelhead by donating to MBSTP
or volunteering…check out the
info below!

MBSTP is planning
to run the steelhead
trap at the Felton
Diversion this winter
(flows permitting).
If you’re interested in
volunteering, please email:

Director@mbstp.org
Below: Coho broodstock are tagged
with "disc tags" that help us identify
them during spawning activities. This
is a released female fish that could lay
thousands of eggs in a single season.

or call: (831)-531-2051

Please use this
address for
Donations and
ALL mail to
MBSTP:
101 Cooper Street
Santa Cruz, CA
95060
Use of the Ranchitos Del
Sol address has been
discontinued.
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Left: At least 120 adult coho like this one
will be assessed for spawn-readiness,
disc tagged (notice the blue circle on it's
back?) and released to Pescadero Creek
this winter.

Creek. Genetic samples were
taken and in time we will know
approximately what proportion
of them were the progeny of the
released adult hatchery fish.

Wild Spawn
By Mathers Rowley

The MBSTP “Homeless Hatchery
Project” now has solid plans for
offsite spawning and incubation
during the 2021-22 season.
Despite an
exhaustive effort,
we were unable
to find sufficient
incubation
facilities to care
for all of our
captive Coho
broodstock eggs.

know what to do. They will swim
upstream in search of a mate and
good spawning grounds.

Scott Creek opened quite late
last winter. Coho are usually on
time for their December to early
January run. Sometimes, when
they can’t get in at Scott Creek,
fish will swim into San Vicente,
because it opens with less flow
and tends to stay open. The
drainage cave under Highway
1, a straight “shotgun” type
culvert, causes an
accelerated flow
across the beach
perpendicular
to the ocean
edge. These
types of culverts
are generally
considered to
be a problem for fish passage,
presenting the challenge of a
swim against a fast, straight
current across a smooth bottom.

…a well-considered group of about 125
mature salmon will be released into…
Pescadero Creek in December.

So—Plan B is a very reasonable
recovery strategy. Carefully
selected for their genetic
differences, a well-considered
group of about 125 mature
salmon will be released into
good quality spawning habitat in
Pescadero Creek in December.
Even though these Coho have
spent their entire lives in a
hatchery, when released they

Can we be sure the released
adults will spawn successfully?
Absolutely! We have used this
strategy several times in the
past and been rewarded with
solid evidence of successful
wild spawning for our hatchery
reared Coho. Last year, 14 adults
were released and just last
week a NOAA Fisheries Ecology
Division survey team found
abundant Coho fry in San Vicente

10

But at San Viucente Creek, the
culvert works to the salmon’s
advantage– punching through
the sand bar and opening the
creek mouth to the ocean.
Because of the late opening of
Wild Spawn continued on Page 12
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Bridge continued from Page 6

during significant rain events
over the coming season.
While this grant is a huge
step forward for the hatchery
rebuild, we are expecting a
busy (and expensive) upcoming
year. Inflation and many other
unknowns can easily put the
Project over budget. Our donors
are essential for completion
assurance. Please stay tuned to
MBSTP social media and emails
and please open your hearts for

Wild Spawn continued from Page 10

Scotts, a good number of ocean
return coho may have used their
Plan B and headed up San Vicente
to spawn last winter.
The release of 125 mature
salmon into Pescadero Creek
will be no small task. The fish
cannot simply be dumped into
an easily accessible pool. They
will need to be hand-carried
and distributed along reaches
with good holding pools close to
high quality spawning habitat.
We are scouting out good
release locations now. We are
confident we will find at least
three separate locations for
distributing the spawners.

the home run, during our endof-year fundraising drive. Every
dollar will help us get closer to
our goal of returning KFH to full
capacity and normal operation by
next Fall.

match funding enabling MBSTP
to secure the WCB grant. Without
your help, we could never have
started the crucial cleanup,
permitting, and engineering work
needed at the hatchery.

Many of our members have
already donated to support
the rebuild of Kingfisher Flat
Hatchery, and you may rest
assured that your contributions
and grants are being applied to
the rebuild in the most impactful
and efficient way possible. Your
donations provided the essential

We want you all to know how
deeply grateful we are for your
investment in the MBSTP
mission of conservation.

moment that the eggs are
deposited in their gravel redds.
Nature spares fewer fish than
the hatchery process, but the
fry will be tested fit by the
environment–a good thing for
Coho recovery.

Fire & Water continued from Page 5

Releasing hatchery-reared
adult salmon into free water is
an uplifting and invigorating
experience. It’s sort of fishing…
in reverse. To feel the ancient
power of salmon coming into
their wild selves– disappearing
up through the pools and riffles,
is a profound thrill at least as
strong as tracking wild fish.
Their great drive and purpose
fills me with hope for the coming
generations of Coho.

The wild spawning of hatcheryreared broodstock will produce
“natural origin” fry– subject
to natural selection from the

12

THANK YOU!

accumulation on the surface is
needed to stabilize slopes and slow
runoff in the burn zone. We don’t
have a place to incubate all the
eggs that our captive brood coho
will produce. The best solution
will be to release more than 100
adults into the good habitat of
Pescadero. There, they will have a
safer, more stable environment for
spawning, hatching, and rearing.
With softly delivered rains, the
fish will thrive. And with your help
and the support of so many in our
community, the damaged hatchery
will also survive– to be repaired in
the Summer/ Autumn of 2022.
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Fresh, Local, Sustainable Seafood
Delivered to your home or business.

Rosendin strives to remain on the
cutting edge of electrical technology.

1.408.286.2800
Rosendin.com

To learn more and sign-up visit our website:

www.getocean2table.com

(SAN JOSE CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS)
LICENSE NUMBER 142881

There is no long-term commitment necessary!

WESTWIND

Saltwater Sport Fishing
Whale Watching
Special Charters & Excursions

Charter Sport Fishing
& Excursions

Request Reservations Online or Call Captain Ron

(831) 392-7867

MONTEREYSPORTFISHING.COM
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I'm a Volunteer!
By James Anderson

My name is James Anderson
and I am one of the volunteers
at Monterey Bay Salmon and
Trout Project (MBSTP). My
passion for Salmon/Steelhead
and the environment comes
from my fishing background.
I’ve been fishing for Salmon and
Steelhead most of my 18 years
of life and over the years, I have
learned a lot about these fish
and what we can do to restore
their populations for future
generations. Our Central Coast
still has an annual run of resilient
Salmon and Steelhead but with
a growing population of people,
lack of water, and destruction
of habitat, they are now an
endangered species. That’s why

we have and need organizations
like MBSTP.
Working at this hatchery has
been awesome. It’s so cool
seeing the behind-the-scenes
action and doing activities like
raising the fish. The hatchery

Working at this
hatchery has been
awesome.

is located right in the middle of
mother nature so it’s so nice to
escape town and work in a place
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like that. But…my favorite part
about the hatchery is the people
who work there. Everyone is so
nice and welcoming and it feels
good to be surrounded by people
who share the same interest and
passion as I do.
If we want more fish for our
oceans, rivers and communities,
more people have to start caring
and getting involved. You can do
so through MBSTP.
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7501 Sandholdt Rd, Moss Landing, CA 95039
831-633-2417
www.mosslandingboatworks.com

FULL SERVICE BOAT YARD
FULLREPAIRS,
service
Boat
INCLUDING
MAINTENANCE,
MARINEyard
SUPPLIES,
FISHING GEAR AND FUEL DOCK.
Including
repairs,
maintenance,
MARINE
SERVICE
CENTER
INCLUDING:
DIESEL REPAIR SHOP
GAS OUTBOARD/INBOARD REPAIR SHOP
Fuel dock.
CANVAS/SAIL
SHOP
METAL FABRICATION
DO IT YOURSELF SERVICE OR LET US DO IT FOR YOU!

Marine supplies, fishing gear AND

Marine Service center including:
Diesel
Best Kept Secret on the Monterey
Bayrepair shop

Kahuna: Clean 50' Fiberglass Boat

Limited Loads
Gas Outboard/inboard repair
shop
KAHUNA
Canvas/sail
shop
Salmon
• Albacore • Rockcod
SPORTFISHING
Metal fabrication
(831) 633-2564
In Moss Landing

Do it yourself service or let us do it for you!

E-mail: carol@KahunaSportfishing.com | Fishing Report: www.KahunaSportfishing.com
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Return Service Requested

Membership Application
Membership categories and annual dues:
❏ Youth Under 18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5
❏ Individual. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 35
❏ Family. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 50
❏ Small Retailer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 50
❏ Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100-250
❏ Corporate . . . . . . .  $500, 1,000 or more
Name:__________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: _____________ State: ___ Zip: __________
Phone: _____________ Email: ______________
My check for ______________ is enclosed.
I would like to volunteer to:__________________

101 Cooper St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(831) 531-2051
= director@mbstp.org

www.mbstp.org

“Without your immediate donations, we cannot
continue at our current level of operations.
Please continue to send your greatly needed
contributions, and consider urging your friends to
get on board with the project. Together we are all
making a difference!!!”
— Mathers Rowley, Chair
and Bob Anderson,
Vice Chair

